AGENDA

09:30 Welcome Reception

10:00 HIMA and Solidus – A successful safety partnership

- Safety becomes smart – introduction of the HIMA smart safety concept
- Your safety partner in Greece – introduction of Solidus

Gabriele Civati, Regional Sales Manager South Europe, HIMA Group
Antonis Spiliotis, President and Managing Director, Solidus Assyst s.m.SA

10:45 HIMA smart safety platform – A less complex, more flexible architecture

- Cybersecurity is an integral part of all HIMA solutions
- Real Safety depends on separation and diversity

Live Demo of safety systems and engineering tool

- HIQuadX – Flexible and scalable safety system completes the safety platform
- HIMax Update - Flexible nonstop safety for maximum profitability
- SILworX Update - High-end safety engineering tool for all HIMA safety systems

Sebastian Dänner, Product Manager, HIMA Group

12:45 Networking Break

13:15 Smart Safety Applications – Protect your plants and your profit

- HIPPS applications: Reliable, Flexible Pressure Protection
- How pipeline management becomes part of a plant safety strategy
- One system for safety interlocks and critical control of burners, boilers and heaters

Sergej Arent, Director Applications, HIMA Group

14:00 HIMA TMC, less downtime, more revenue

- All Turbomachinery functions in a single system
- Overspeed trip
- Function blocks

Uwe Bruckhoff, Applications Manager, HIMA Group

14:45 Wrap-up and Lunch